
To Plan a Balanced Argument  

 

Today, you will be planning your balanced argument using the toolkit and the 
arguments you collected yesterday. If you collected arguments for two 
discussion questions, you first need to decide which you would like to write 
about. 

 

Toolkit: 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion Toolkit Tick  

Read each sentence out loud to check that it makes sense.  

Written in the third person: they, she, he   

Included a clear title to show what the text is about. Should we have to...?  

Included an introduction stating both sides of the argument and why people disagree.   

Used sentence openers for introducing an argument: On one hand… On the other hand… As well as… 
Furthermore,… However,… Similarly,… Alternatively,… It is important to also consider… 

 

Used sentence openers for introducing supporting evidence: Some people say… In support of this, a survey 
found… One member of the public stated… Other people say… It has been reported that… According to a 
survey… 

 

Included a conclusion with a summary of key points: In conclusion,… In summary,…  

Used emotive language to persuade your reader: From the evidence provided it is clear that… Obviously… There 
is no doubt that…. Without a doubt…  

 

Used subordinating conjunctions: when, if, that, because, although.  

Used a relative clause to add extra information starting with a relative pronoun: who, which, where, when, 
whose that. 

 

Used modal verbs: On the other hand it could be argued… You should also consider…  

Included a conclusion, which summarises the main arguments and gives your opinion.   



Vocabulary Mat:  

 

What’s my task?  

 Today you will plan one paragraph at a time in dashes and slashes.  
 Use the headings and prompts as well as the arguments you collected to 

structure plan your sentences.  
 Only use the sentence starters if you need to.  

 

Introduction  
Explain what your discussion question is and why many people argue about it.  
Homework is…  
For years, many…  
Others argue that…  
 
For Arguments  
Explain at least three of your arguments: use examples and facts (you can 
make them up).  
Many believe… 
One person I spoke to said…  
As homework…  
Research shows that…  

Causal Conjunctions Subordinating Conjunctions Modal Verbs Generalisers 
on the other hand 
however 
even though 
whereas 
in contrast  
despite the fact 
although 
but 
nevertheless  
nonetheless  
on balance  
 
 

if  
since  
as  
when 
although 
whilst 
after 
but 
until  
because 
due to the fact that 
owing to the fact that 
as a result of  

could 
can  
will  
should  
must 
might 
would  
shall  
 

sometimes 
never 
always  
usually 
generally  
the majority 
in most cases 
often 
in addition 
maybe 
in general  
presumably  



Generally, children think…  
 
Against Arguments  
Explain at least three of your arguments: use examples and facts (you can 
make them up).  
However… 
…who is… argues…  
Although… 
Studies have found…  
Despite…  
 
Conclusion  
Summarise your arguments and state your opinion with an explanation.  
Whilst…  
Others…  
On balance…  
After considering both sides…  
I have this opinion as…  
 
 
 
 
 
 


